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Abstract—Extended Reality (XR) technologies are rising in
popularity and affordability, while including more sensors for
new features at each new generation, thus becoming increasingly
more pervasive. While this shapes up interconnected experiences
across Augmented Reality (AR), Mixed Reality (MR), and Virtual
Reality (VR) devices, it also introduces privacy threats for users,
especially related to their sensible biometric data. Despite various
propositions for privacy-enhancing technologies tailored to XR
in academia, there are still not enough options for end-users to
be informed about privacy risks and act upon them. Therefore,
we present a work-in-progress solution, consisting of a user-
friendly privacy panel, and a cross-platform privacy-preserving
Application Programming Interface (API). Our solution aims to
provide more awareness about potential privacy risks in XR,
while enabling users to define access to XR features, better
protecting their privacy by modifying the input data. Eventually,
we aim for this work to become a viable choice for end-users
of current and future generations of XR devices—especially in
the context of cross-platform, multi-user experiences, which are
expected to become the norm.

Index Terms—Extended Reality, Privacy-Enhancing Technolo-
gies, API

I. INTRODUCTION

XR is becoming more mainstream and more affordable
[1]. However, large amounts of data are collected from users
and their environments in order for the technologies to work,
which may endanger their privacy [2], and the privacy of
bystanders [3]. In particular, recent works show the sensitivity
of biometric data used in XR devices (e.g., user identification
based on body movement data [4], [5], data inference from eye
tracking data, such as intentions or personal preferences [6]).
Such sensible data pose threats to the privacy of XR users,
when in the hands of malicious third-party developers, or
global companies who may collect these data for, e.g., targeted
advertising ends. Therefore, in the current state-of-the-art, the
sensible but mandatory nature of XR data compels its users
to sacrifice privacy in order to use these new technologies and
take part, e.g., in the upcoming Metaverse.

The XR research community has proposed various solutions
to enhance user privacy in AR and VR systems, e.g., [3],
[7]–[11]. Recently, [9] have proposed an incognito mode for
VR through a user-friendly privacy panel that enforces privacy
on sensor data through differential privacy algorithms [9] (a
preliminary improvement with deep-learning models is also
proposed in [10]). Their approach require end-users to patch
every third-party application they want privacy control over,
which then allows them to access the privacy panel in the
patched application. While this approach is very versatile,
user adoption is questionable because of the required technical
knowledge and the incurred overhead for users. Furthermore,
other tracks remain to be explored, such as usability eval-
uations, and cross-platform implementations to match the
Metaverse’s multi-user and multi-platform nature [12], [13].

Therefore, there is still a need for user-friendly privacy-
enhancing technologies in consumer devices, especially with
respect to biometric data. Such solutions are needed in order
to better protect privacy, raise XR users’ privacy awareness,
and, eventually, foster user acceptance. Hence, we present
PrivXR, our two-fold work-in-progress solution: (1) a cross-
platform AR/VR privacy panel that provides information on
privacy risks, and privacy controls over XR inputs (e.g., VR
controllers); and (2) a privacy API in the form of a Unity
extension, which is easy for developers to implement, and
reads the privacy settings defined by users in the privacy panel.
This results in a high-level solution that lets end-users control
the XR features of any third-party app which implements the
API. The task of making third-party applications compatible
with the privacy panel will fall upon XR application devel-
opers, who have been known to take the responsibility for
users’ privacy themselves [14]. Thus, a unified privacy API
may also be beneficial for them by streamlining protections.
Furthermore, this will alleviate the overhead for end-users, as
they will only need to install the privacy panel.

Finally, our approach contributes in laying ground work
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(a) List of available devices for an XR sys-
tem, e.g., the headset and controllers on a VR
system.

(b) List of XR-related inputs available on the
chosen device.

(c) Privacy information and controls and for
a given input.

Fig. 1: Possible design for our privacy panel application.

in usable privacy-preserving solutions for XR environments,
which remain scarce at the time of writing. We argue that
expanding usable privacy research to the field of XR will be
beneficial in the long-term, notably by fostering user-centered
design aspects in order to inform and support privacy [15].
User-centered design is also typically beneficial for improving
the privacy and security of end-users [16]. Therefore, through
user-centered design, we hope for our work to become a viable
alternative to enhance privacy in XR systems.

In the following, we introduce our privacy panel in Sec. II.
We then follow with a description of the associated privacy
API in Sec. III. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the
challenges and future work for this project in Sec. IV.

II. PRIVACY PANEL

We first present the end-user side of our solution, in the
form of a privacy panel that runs in a dedicated application.
We showcase the application with a new user-friendly design
shown in Fig. 1, which will eventually replace the current
prototype. In the current implementation, users are first shown
a list of XR devices present in Unity’s XR environment, e.g.,
headsets and controllers (Fig. 1a). When clicking on a device
in the list, the different inputs (or XR features) are shown
(Fig. 1b). On systems that contain only one device, e.g., an
AR-capable smartphone, the list of devices is hidden, and users
are directly shown the XR features.

When clicking on a given input, a third window provides in-
formation about the related privacy risks, and privacy controls

over compatible third-party applications (Fig. 1c). The infor-
mational section lists possible attacks on the selected input.
The privacy settings section lets users enable or disable the
access to the input, through a toggle button. Disabling inputs
that are not required by certain applications can help users
ensure that such inputs will not be used in an unlawful way.
However, a simple ”on/off” setting remains a compromising
choice in most cases for users. Most XR applications require
the position and rotation of the device they run on, and of the
user’s hands or controllers. Disabling these inputs will often
result in reduced functionality at best, and render applications
completely unusable at worst. Therefore, we also provide an
”input disguise” function, which introduces noise to input data.
The introduction of such noise to the data is expected to reduce
the efficiency of machine learning models, which are already
able to, e.g., (re)identify users based on body tracking data
[5], [17]. In order to explain this concept in a user-friendly
way, more information is given when clicking the information
icon next to the feature, as seen in Fig. 1c.

We provide users with three levels of noise intensity, ranging
from low to high. This lets them lower or increase the amount
of noise applied to the input depending on their use case. For
example, a left-handed user interacting in a collaborative VR
drawing application may want to use low intensity disguise
on the left controller, in order to draw precisely, and use high
intensity on the right controller, as it is not used to draw.
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III. PRIVACY API

A. Integration within the Unity Ecosystem

1) Design Decisions: We designed our privacy API in the
form of a Unity extension for three main reasons. Firstly, it is
currently impossible to access low-level components of most
XR devices, due to device vendors locking up their operating
systems for security reasons. Furthermore, it is challenging
to obtain sensor usage information from another developer’s
third-party application. These constraints leave few possible
approaches, one of them being application patching, as done
in [9]. Thus, we decided to interface our API between the
third-party applications that implement the API, and the XR
Software Development Kits (SDKs), in order to let end-users
control the access to sensor data. Secondly, Unity is one
of the most widely used game engines on the market [18],
which implies that privacy solutions developed for Unity may
more easily cover a wide range of end-users. Unity is also
a popular choice for XR development, and thus fits our use
case perfectly. Thirdly, this approach is relatively easy for third
party developers to adopt: they only need to import the Unity
extension, and replace function calls to Unity’s XR Interaction
(XRI) with function calls to our API. It then returns data
depending on user choices, which are defined in a separate
application that they do not need to bundle. This way, end-
users only have to install the privacy panel, which could
realistically be distributed on app stores, and developers only
need to embed an extension within their applications to make
them comply with our solution. Nevertheless, we acknowledge
that this approach is only viable if developers accept this
solution and use it in their XR experiences.

2) Resulting Design: The architecture of our privacy panel
and privacy API in its current implementation is shown in
Fig. 2. We gain control over the XR features by overriding
scripts of Unity’s XRI package, which are called by the main
code of the application (i.e., the third party developer’s code).
We can then enable, disable, and modify data related to these
features. To do this, the API communicates with the privacy
panel to fetch user settings. Choices made by users in terms
of sensor access and sensor noise are applied during the third-
party application’s runtime.

Cross-Platform Nature. Unity supports building applica-
tions for virtually any platform. Also, its device-agnostic XR
SDK—the XRI package—allows developers to create cross-
platform applications, where multiple users can interact in
real-time while using different XR technologies, e.g., mobile
AR, VR headsets, etc. Because our API is a Unity extension
that interfaces with XRI, it is therefore also compatible with
different platforms and devices.

XR Features Access Control. We enable users to disable
XR-related features that they may not want applications to
access, such as controller position. When access to a given
feature is disabled in the privacy panel, its database is up-
dated. When a compliant application uses the API to access
this feature, it queries the privacy panel database to check
whether access is allowed. Currently, we implemented a simple

3rd party Unity Application

Main Code

Updates UI

XR Device

Privacy Panel
Application

Raw
sensor data

High-level
XR features

Cross-Platform
XR Privacy API

Overridden
XR features

XR Interaction
Package

 Unity 
 Extension

 Application

 Provided 
 by Unity

 Provided 
 by us

DB

User Privacy
Preferences

Main
Code

Fig. 2: Architecture of a Unity application implementing our
XR Privacy API.

caching mechanism (without invalidation), so that the API only
receives the current setting once when the application first
request access to a feature.

Input Disguise. Our API supports the addition of noise to
sensor data, e.g., the position and rotation of VR controllers.
This enables users to keep functionality, while enhancing pri-
vacy. However, adding too much noise will disrupt the quality
of experience of users, e.g., when aiming with precision or
performing a specific gesture. Therefore, a balance between
privacy and usability is required. For this, we implemented
our noise function in a dynamic way: the amount of noise is
scaled to the velocity of the input. For example, noise added to
the position data of a VR controller will increase in intensity
when the movements are fast and ample, but will decrease
when the movements are slow and precise. This way, users
can still perform tasks that require precision.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented our work-in-progress solution that aims
to provide privacy transparency and control to end-users in
XR environments. Future work will focus on adding more
functionalities, conducting user studies to evaluate the user
interface, and attempting to address a number of remaining
challenges.

Providing sensor usage information to users. Although
XR feature control is functional, a user-friendly way of
showing sensor usage with the privacy panel remains to be
found for all supported platforms. Currently, this can only be
done by opening the privacy panel application in full screen.
Background usage solutions, such as notifications and widgets,
are currently being investigated.

Increasing user awareness. We plan to extend the section
about privacy risks, with additional explanations and resources,
like in orthogonal domains, such as [19]. Also, we may display
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input sensor values in a readable way for users. With these
changes, we aim to make this privacy panel an informational
tool for users, as well as a tool that provides control over
privacy. This is however a considerable challenge, as XR
devices run on different operating systems, which have varying
levels of access to sensor data.

Supporting additional features. We plan to support more
sensors and more platforms in the future. Depending on the
possibilities, we will explore input disguise for eye trackers
and hand trackers. Regarding the noise intensity settings, we
are considering supporting custom noise levels per applica-
tion, for finer tuning of every compatible XR experience. In
addition, third party developers implementing our API could
provide optimised default values themselves for their appli-
cations. Other aspects, such as a better caching mechanism
(with invalidation, in order to support privacy settings updates
at runtime), are also considered.

Extend support for other XR SDKs and other XR plat-
forms. Currently, our system only supports apps made with
Unity’s XRI package. We will extend the API to support other
SDKs, such as Meta’s XR SDK. This would allow support for
a wider range of devices, and thus, users. Additionally, we
currently only support XR devices running on Android, such
as Meta’s Quest VR headsets, and AR applications running
on Android. This limitation exists because the communication
between the API and the privacy panel is currently done by
using Android content providers, which enable sharing data
between different applications. While this can be acceptable,
as Android devices are well represented in the market, we
are nonetheless investigating other methods to communicate
between the API and the privacy panel. Eventually, we aim
to support more XR platforms, e.g. MR headsets running
Windows (Hololens), or the upcoming Apple Vision Pro.

Evaluation of usability and user acceptance. Lastly, we
are planning user studies to evaluate the interest given by end-
users and developers in our solution, and its usability. We have
already gone through different iterations in the design of the
proposed user interface, through rounds of feedback with our
students, and will go through further iterations after submitting
it to users in usability studies, thus following a user-centered
approach. We are also interested in observing the perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use for our system.

Eventually, upon completion of this work, we aim to provide
users with more choices to protect their privacy in XR systems,
among the existing solutions. We also hope for our solution
and other related privacy-preserving tools to improve over
time, by exchanging ideas within the research community.
We argue that different approaches to mitigate privacy issues
lead to new ideas, and better solutions for end-users. Although
functional, our solution can also be seen as a proof-of-concept,
in the sense that we show how usable privacy-enhancing tech-
nologies could look for XR end-users in the future, should they
be implemented by the device vendors directly in the operating
system. Thus, this work may also encourage companies to
implement more privacy-preserving technologies natively in
future generations of XR devices.
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